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NP Debate: 

We Must Give Help to Those Who Need It! 
- By Veijo Baltzar - 

 

Just this once I will direct my attention towards the minorities who are not the Roma. In my opinion, 

those in Helsinki discriminate against those who have moved there from the country side, from the 

youth to the elderly. 

 

 

 

This is an issue which one should quickly work 

to change. For it is a fact that those who move 

from the country side to Helsinki work just as 

hard on the job, yet do not have the same 

rights as those who were born in Helsinki.  

I believe that it is detrimental to the entire 

country if we continue to separate and treat 

those who are different worse. This of course 

has is an issue since those discriminated 

against can’t contribute in a worthwhile way, 

since they have found themselves in a position 

where development is impossible.  

It is obvious that one says: Why didn’t you stay 

in the country side? My answer is that 

country-folk need bread just as much as those 

in the big city. Out society won’t improve if we 

let one group of people lag behind; all people 

should have the same opportunities. 

Unfortunately, that isn’t the case in today’s 

Finland – some individuals have been left 

behind and little is done to help them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I think that this is due to the old respectable 

gentlemen being the ones who decide 

everything. Many inconveniences depend on 

this. Older gentlemen have high services and 

do a lot of jobs yet cannot manage even one 

properly. Furthermore, these gentlemen have 

for quite some time left their childhood behind 

them and their current life is far from what it 

used to be. For decades they have lived 

without distress.  

For this reason, they can’t effectively help 

those who seriously need it.  

In general, can those who live in distress and 

who don’t have a secure future work towards 

improving their situation. Since the daily 

struggle for bread takes up all their time, they 

can’t develop their skills either. They don’t 

have the time to grow their interests. From 

society’s point of view, it is a loss that shows 

categories of people who do not have an 

interest in developing their personality or 

anything of the like. 

 

 

 

 



I did an interview with a young woman of 

about twenty who worked as a store assistant. 

To my questions she answered: I have three 

hundred mark every month. From my pay, one 

hundred and fifty marks go towards the rent 

for my room that I share with another woman. 

The total rent for the room is three hundred 

marks. With the remaining one hundred and 

fifty I have left after paying my rent, I need to 

afford food and clothes for the entire month. 

In addition, I need to also take care of hygiene. 

And since to work in a store it’s required that 

one looks somewhat attractive, that same one 

hundred and fifty also needs to go towards 

cosmetics.  

I asked if she the desire to study, for example 

during the evenings. – If I could then I would 

really like to study. But in the circumstances, I 

currently am living in I can hardly care to do 

anything at all. This kind of life isn’t humane, 

sometimes my nerves betray me… Firstly, it’s 

hard work, and you have no proper breaks 

through the entire day.  

With that we finished our discussion. Do you 

think that one should pay a little more 

attention so such people? I believe that it is 

time to start considering their housing 

conditions, try to activate their interests and 

see to it that they also have the possibility to 

exercise their interests.  

Affordable housing could be organised, even 

for the less fortunate. There should be some 

form of housing support, so that no one needs 

to spend such a large chunk of their income 

just to have a roof over their head. More 

importantly, it would be a good idea to build 

several rental houses instead of share 

apartments that are so expensive that no one 

can afford them.   

For example, store and bar assistants should 

have a higher up who ensures that they get to 

have such things as a break, like they are 

entitled to have. 

I think that it is completely wrong that people 

who want to earn a living through work can’t. 

Why does one always approach this question 

so coldly and why does one put comparatively 

minor issues in front of this? The most 

important thing is that one should be able to 

work to earn their bread. Of course, there are 

many reasons as to why there is not enough 

work for everyone, but those who seek out the 

reasons why are those who have work, who 

have several services and who do not 

understand what it is to be without bread, 

without housing and without any certain 

future. 

Training possibilities are also a thing that we 

should pay more attention to. I think that we 

don’t give them the value they deserve. The 

city still grants money for a swimming pool or 

something alike, but rarely bat an eyelid when 

it comes to helping those who really need it. 

Then the case is investigated on paper and 

paper alone.    

 


